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1 
INTRODUCTION 
The collection of non-empty closed subsets of a compact 
metric space X when metricized by the Hausdorff metric yields 
an interesting topological space 2X. Application of the 
structure of this space has been found most useful in the 
study of sucn topics as Knaster continua, local separating 
points, and linear ordering of topological spaces. 
In this paper, a. survey is made of the re.sults obtained 
'<I' 
by various authors investigating the properties of 2~~. In 
addition to these knmm results, the follow"ing theorem has been 
established: If X and Yare compact me.tric spaces, f and g 
are functions of X to Y, and H is a homotopy of f to g, then 
H* defined by H*(E,t) = H(E,t) is a homotopy of f* to 
... .-
.I\. Also a fevl examples of 2 for familiar X are given. 
r>* o • 
2 
PRELIHINARIES 
The" follmving notation and definitions will be used 
throughout this discussion. (X,d) will denote a compact, 
metric space. For a point x in X and a positive real number 
r, B(x,r) will denote ~Y in X: d(x,y) ~ r). D ,.;rill denote 
lB(x,r): x is in X and r > 0), i.e., the standard d-ball 
base. "T \vill denote the topology for X that is ge.nerated by 
base D. 
The Hausdorff hyperspace of X can be generated in the 
follmving manner. 
Definition Let 2X denote the class of closed, non-empty 
subsets of X. 
Definition For x in X and B a subset of X, let d(x,B) 
denote inf {d(x, b): b in B). 
Definition Let s(A,B) denote the real-valued function de-
fined on 2X x 2X by s(A,B) = sup [d(x,B): x is in A~. 
Definition Let h(A,B) d~note the real-valued fu~ction de-
• ~ " X f~ned on 2X x 2 by h(A,B) = sup\s(A,B),s(B,A)). 
Note that for A and B in 2X and any point a of A, there 
exists a point b in B such that dea,b) ~ h(A,B). 1~is is 
true because either (1) point a is inB ,,,hence a = band 
dea,b) = 0 ~ h(A,B) or (2) (aj and B are disjoint compact 
sets and there exists a point b in B such that d(a,B) = 
d(a,b). Then h(A,B) ~ s(A,B) ~ d(a,B) = dea,b). 
An equivalent definition for the function h is given by 
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Kelley (l,,). The equivalence is shown in Tneorem 1. 
Definition X For E a member of 2 and r a positive real 
number, let Vr(E) denote U B(x,r) • 
x in E 
Theorem 1 h(A,B) ::: inffe: A c Ve(B) and B eVe (A») • 
Proof h(A,B) ::: sup (sup [d(a,B): a in P~ , sup [deb ,A) : 
b in B\\ ::: inf fe: d(a,B) ~ e for each a in A and d(b,A) !: e 
for each b in B) ::: inffe: d(a,B) < e for each a in A and d(b,A) 
< e for each b in B\ ::: inf fe: A <::. Ve(B) and B <::. Ve(A»). 
The following lemma is an immediate consequence of 
Theorem 1 and "'vill be used subsequently. 
Lemma 1 For any pair A,B in 2X , h(A,B) < r implies that 
(1) for each a in A, there exists a point ba in B such that 
d(a,b
a
) < rand (2) for each b in B, there exists a point 
ab in A 'such that d(b,ab ) < r. 
Proof Using Theorem 1, h(A,B) < r implies that A c Vr(B) 
and B , V (A). Thus (1) and (2) hold. 
r 
For A and B in 2X, note that there exists a point a in A 
and a point b in B such that d(a,b) ::: h(A,B). This is true 
since h(A,B) equals s(A,B) or s(B,A). If s(A,B) ~ s(B,A), 
then suppose for each point a in A that d(a,B) < h(A,B). Let 
q ::: (d(a,B) + h(A,B»/2. Then ~V (B): a in i~~ is an oDen 
a q · 
cover for compact A. TI1US, there exists· a finite subcover 
for A. Let r 
cover). Then 
::: maxfq : V (B) is a member of the finite sub-
a a 
'a 
A c Vr(B) .and r :;: (d(ai,B) + h(A,B»/2 <: h(A,B). 
This is a contradiction; hence there exists a point a in A 
such that d(a,B) ~ h(A,B). As noted prc.viously, there exists 
a point b in B such that d(a,b) ~ h(A,B). Thus d(a,b) = 
h(A, B). 
Th~ function h is a metric for 2X as is seen in Yneorem 
2 belm". 
Theorem 2 X h is a metric for 2 • 
Proof (i) For each pair A,B in 2X, d(x,y) ~ 0 for all pairs 
x,y where point x is in A and point y is in B. Hence for 
each x in A, d(x,B) = inffd(x,y): y is in B) ~ o. This implies 
that s(A,B) ~ 0 'vhich in turn implies that h(A,B) ~ s(A,B) ~ 
o. 
(ii) If A = B, then s(A,B) = 0 = s(B,A). Thus h(A,B) = O. 
If h(A,B) = 0, then s(A,B) = ° = s(B,A) so that for each x 
in A, d(x,B) = O. Hence A c:. 'E' = B. Likewise, for all y in 
B, d(y,A) = 0 and B c A = A. Thus A = B. 
(iii) For all A,B in 2X x 2X , h(A,B) = max{s(A,B), s(B,Af~ = 
maxfs(B,A), s(A,B)S = h(B,A). 
(iv) Let A,B,C be any triple in 2X. 1 Let Xi be any point in A. 
Since C and B are closed subs~ts of compact space X, both are 
compact so ther~ is a point Yi in B such tha'c d(xi,B) = 
d(x;'Yi) and there is a point ci in C such that d(Yi'C) = 
d(Yi,ci). Hence d(~Ci'C) oS d(xi,ci) S d(xi'Yi) + d(Yi,ci) = 
d(x.,B) + d(y.,C) ~ suptd(x,B): x is in A~ + supfd(y,C): Y is 
~ ~ 
in B\ = s(A,B) + s(B,C). Since Xi \'laS an arbitrary point of 
A, s(A,C) = sup(d(x,C): x is in A\ ~ s(A,B) + s (B,C). Li1::.e-
\'lise s(C,A) ~ s(C,B) + s(B,A). rEhus h(A,C) = r.taxls(A, C) , 
s(C,A)l ~ maxfs(A,B), s(B,A)~ + ma.~fs(B, C),s(C,B)") = 
5 
h(A,B) + hCB, C). 
Definition For !~ in 2X and r a positive real nUr:lbc.r, let 
B(E.,r) denote (F in 2X : h(E,F) < r\. 
Definition Let H denote • • _?X, O~ . ~s ~n ana r > Il~.e., 
the standard h-ball base. 
Definition h v Let 2 denote the topology for 2A that is 
generated by base H. 
'Ehe function h is called the Eausdorff metric for X. 
( X h) . r- h ,. 2,2 ~s called the HausdorfI yperspace of A. X is 
sho~m to be isometric to a subset of its Hausdorff hyper-
space in the follm~Ting theorem. 
v 
Theorem 3 The function i from (X,d) into (2A ,h) defined by 
i(x) = \X1 is an isometry. 
Proof h(i(x),i(y» = h(\x"\, fy"S) = ma):lsup[d(x,y): x is in 
6 
v 
COHPACTNESS lJROPZR.TY OF 2J~ 
In this section (2X ,h) ""ill be shm .. ;n to be a compact 
metric space. This is an important result for nQ~erous 
applica tions are made of it in the establishmen'c of inhe.r-
itance properties of 2X. 
\',nyburn (8), Dugundji (1), and Hicheal (5) all outline 
,,. 
proofs of the compactness property of 2A. In this paper, 
1-licheal
' 
s outline Ivill be follm"ed. 
To begin, }·1icheal defines an equivalent topology 2T for 
2X called the fini'ce. topology. The definition of 2T and its 
equivalence to 2h are given belm7. 
Definition For fOl' ••• 'O~, a finite collection of subsets 
n 
of X, let IOlt ••• ,Onl denote. ~E: E is in 2X, E Co U 0., and 
. 1 ~ ~= 
E f\ 0 i :f ¢ f or all i ::: 1, ••• , n"\ • 
Definition 
is in Tl. 
Definition 
Theorem 4 
Let B denotef/Ult •.• ,Un/: for ~ = l, ••• ?n, 
. .... 
For F a subset of 2"\., let F-k denote U 
B is a basis for a topology for 2X. 
E in F 
u. 
~ 
Proof (i) X is in T so Ixl is in Band Ixl c B*. But 2X 
::: /X./. Thus B* ::: 2X. 
( ii ) Let H ::: Ir.,r 1 ' ••• ,iiln! and V = IV1, ••• ,V 1 be in B. ill Let 
m m 
E be in H ("\ V. Note that U ::: 1"\':1 f\ (W Vi)' ••• ;h'n (\ ( W Vi) , 
~:::l ~=1 
Nmv 
D-
E c: U H. and 
i=l ~ 
7 
m n m 
E C U V. so E c. (U Hi) \\ ( ~ Vi). Also E (\ Hi -I yf for all 
i=l ~ ~=l ~=l 
i = l, ... ,n and E~ V. -I ~ for all i = 1, ••• ,ffi. Taus 
J. 
m 
Er\ ('~V.(\ (~Vi)) f.!if for all i = l, ••• ,n and E.(\ (Vi \\ 
J. I=l . 
n (\J H.)) f. rj for all i ::: 1, ••• ,m. Hence E is in U. 
i:::l J. 
Let F be. any member of U. Then F {'\ Wi -:::, F f'\ (Hi (\ 
m 
(\j V.)) f.!if for all i = l, ••• n, and Ff\ V.::> F(\ (V. (\ 
i=l ~ ~ ~ 
n n m ( W \-li)) f. ¢ f or all i = 1, .•• , m. 
~=1 
Also F c. (W ~l.) \\ (U Vi) 
J.=1 i=l 
n 
so F Co U H. 
J.• -1 J. -... 
m 
and F c. U V .• 
i=l ~ Thus F is in H (\ V \"hich implies 
U c: H (\ V. Hence for any tHO sets 1'1 and V in B and any set 
E in H r\ V, there exists a U in B such that '" .... is in U and 
Uc: H \\ V. 
T:'1.US B is a base for a topology for X 2 • 
Definition Let T d . 2 enote tne topology for X 2 that is gener-
ated by base B. 
Theorem 5 If U ::: /u1 , ••• ,un/ is in Band E is a member of 
U, then there is a B(E,r) in H 
Proof E is in U implies that 
::: ¢ ( 1 denotes complement). 
c U. such that B(E,r) 
n n 
Hence E f\ (U U. ) f 
i=l J. 
E c:: U U .• 
i=l J. 
n 
Since E and (U U.) fare. 
i=l J. 
disjoint, closed, compact subsets of metric space. X, 
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n n 
d(E,(\j D.)r» o. 
i=l ~ 
Let q = (dCE,(U U.)t)/3. 
~=l ~ 
T'n.en 2 c V (E) q 
and V (E)(\ q 
also implies 
n (U U.) r = yf so 
i=l ~ 
that E (\ Ui f. J6 
n 
that V (E) c: \.) U .• 
.q i=l ~ 
for all i = 1, ••. ,n. 
E is in U 
For all 
i = 1, ••• ,n, choose an xi in E (\ Ui • Since D is a bClse. for 
T, for each i = 1, ••• ,n there is a B(xi,bi ) in D such that 
B(xi,bi ) ~ Ui. Le.t r =~min b1 , ••• ,bn ,q1. Then for all i = 
l, ••• ,n, B(xi,r) ~ Ui -
Let A be a member of B(E,r). Then by LeQffia 1 above, 
h(A, E) <; r implies (1) and (2) bc::low·. 
(1) For each x. above, there exists an a· in A such that ~ ~ 
d(xi,ai ) < r. Thus point ai is in B(xi,r) c; Ui so that 
A (\ Vi f. J6 for all i = l, ••• ,n. 
(2) For e.ach point a in A, there exists a point xa in E such 
that d(a,xa .) < r. Then point a is in Rex r) c :R(x ,q) c: a' a n n 
V (E) Co U D.. Thus A c: U U.. This implies A is in U. 
q i=l ~ i=l ~ 
Since A was an arbitrary member of B(Z,r), B(E,r) c: U. 
Theorem 6 For each B(E,r) in H, there exists a U = 
Iul , ••• , Un! in B such that E is in U and U c. B(2,r). 
Proof Let B(E,r) be a member of H. For each x in S, x is in 
B(x,r/3). E is a close.d subset of compact metric space X so 
n 
there exists a finite set lBex.:,r/3)S covering::. Then 
J.. i=l 
E is in U = /Bexl ,r/3), ••.• ,B(xn ,r/3) /. 
n 
Let A be any me.mber of U. ?nen A ~ ~ B(xi,r/3), so for 
~=1 
each point a in A, there e.xists a point Xi in E such that 
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d(a,xi) < r/3. Hence dea,E) ~ r/3'for all points a in 
A so s(A,E) ~ r. Now for each point Xj in E, there exists 
a B(xi ,r/3) containing point Xj. Thus dexj,xi) ~ r/3. 
Since A (\ B(xi,r/3) -I ¢, there exists a point a in A such 
that d(xi ,a) < r/3. Hence. d(xj,a) < 2r/3 \'lhich implies that 
d(xj,A) S 2r/3 for all points Xj in E so s(E,A) < r. Thus 
h(A,E) < r and A is in B(E,r). Since. A '\07as an arbitrary 
member of U, U c B(E,r). 
Theorem 7 2h and 2'1' are equivalent topologies for 2iC •• 
Proof From Tneorem 5 above, for each U in B and each E in 
U, there ~xists a B(F,r) in H such that E is in B(F,r) and 
B(F ,r) c:::- U. 
If A is in B(E,r) and A -I E, then h(A,E) > O. Let q = 
hCA,E). Th.en B(A, (r - q)/3) c B(E,r). 80 for each BCi:,r) 
in H and each A in B(E,r), there exists a B(A,p) such that 
B(A,p) c: B(E,r). Then from Theorem 6 above, there exists a 
U in B such that U contains A and U c::;. BCA, p) c: BeZ, r). 
Therefore base H and base B are equivalent. TI1US 2h and 
T X 2 are equivale.nt topologies for 2 • 
The follow'ing definition and three le.mmas are stated 
by Dugundji (1, p. 253). They are useful in proving TI1eore~ 
X 3 which in turn is useful in proving that 2 is compact. 
Definition For 0 a subset of X, let J(O) denote 
{E in ~: E f\ 0 I- ¢'1 and let 1(0) denote (E in 2X : E c. 01. 
Le~~a 2 For 0 a subset of X, JCO) = (1(01»1. 
Proof Let E be in J(O). Then E (\ 0 I- ¢ 't07hich implie.s c: ¢ 0 f 
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and so E is not in 1(0)'. Thus E is in (1(0'))'. 
Let 1C E be a member of 2· such that E is not in J(O). 
Then E (\ 0 :::: yf, so E Co 0'. Thus E is in 1(0 I) and not in 
(1(0'))'. 
Lemma 3 If 0 is an open subset of (X,T), 1(0) and J(O) are 
X T 
open subsets of (2 ,2 ). 
Proof (i) lCO) :::: {E in 2X: E Co 0) :::: /0/ which is all. open 
basis element in (2X,2T). 
(ii) Let A be in J(O). fB(a,l): a in A\ is all. open cover for 
compact set A in X. Tnus there exists a finite subcover 
n 
[B(a.,1)) for A. Let V. :::: B(a.,1) for i :::: 1, ••• ,11. and 
~ i::::1 ~ ~ 
V 1:::: O. Then A is in /v1, ••• ,Vn +1/ which is in B. By n+ 
Theorem 5, there. exists a B(A,r) in H such that B(A,r) c: 
/V1 , ••• ,Vn +1/. Suppose there is a member C of 2
X in (J(O))' 
(\ B(A,r). Then C is not in J(O) so C (1 0 :::: fi. But C is in 
B(A,r) Co /v1 , ••• ,Vn +1/, so en Vn+1 :::: C f\ 0 ., fi. This is a 
contradiction; hence B(A,r) C J(O). Since A was all. arbitrary 
member of J(O), no member of J(O) is a limit point of (J(O)),. 
Thus J(O) is open. 
Lemma 4 If 0 is a closed subset of (X,T), J(O) and 1(0) are 
X T 
closed subsets of (2 ,2 ). 
Proof 0 is closed in (X,T) implies that 
(i) By Lemma 3, 1(0' ) is open in 
(lCO'))' is closed in (2X,2T) but 
Thus X T J(O) is closed in (2 ,2 ). 
(2X,2 '1'). 
by Lemma 
0' is open in Cr m) x, J. • 
This implies 
2, J(O) :::: (1(0'))'. 
( .;.;) b - J(O') . '11. (?x 2T) '" . l' ...... Also y Ler.una ~, ~s open J. _, 'tvrncn J.m') ~es 
11 
(J(O '))' 1.'~ clos~d loon (2X,2T?, n f L 2 ~ '" i'~s a co sequence 0 emma , 
(J(O'))' = 1(0). Tnus 1(0) is closed in (2X,2T). 
De.finition For A and F in 2X where A c F, le.'c K(A,F) denote 
[E in 2X : ;~ f\ A I- ;t and E c:. F"\. 
Note that K(A,F) = J(A) \\ I(F). Thus K(A,F) is closed. 
Definition ( v Let S denote lK(A,F): A and F are in 2""" and 
'V 
If A is any base for a topology for 2A and c is any closed 
. X then for A1 c A, Cc l )! cU a)' set l.n 2 , some c = = = 
in .\ \\ A) a -~1 a I. Therefore, C = \"a I: a is in is a base for the 
a in A1 
closed sets in 2X. Noting this fact, the next theorem follo\-7s 
easily. 
Theorem 8 y' S is a sub-basis for the closed sets in (2'~ ,h). 
Proof B is a basis for the open sets in (2X ,h) implies 
that W = [lu1, ••• ,un/': lu1, ••• ,Unl is in B) is a basis for 
X 
the closed scts in (2 ,h). Let /UI, ••• ,un/r be a me.mber of 
n 
'H. Then lUI' ••• ' un/' = (J(U1 ) (\ ••• n J(U ) (\ I( LJ Ui)) I = 
fi n i=1 
ICU1 ')U ... \..) I(Un')U J«UUi)') = K(U1 ',UI ')U ... \) n 1.=1 
K(Un 1 'Un 1) U K( (V Vi) t ,X). Hence each member of H is a finite 1.=1 
union of members of S. Thus S is a sub-basis for the closed 
subsets of (2X ,h). 
Both Theorem 9 and ?ne.orem 10 are due to Frink (2). 
TheoreILl 9 Every subset of S having the f.i.p. (finite inter-
section property) has a non-empty intersection. 
Proof Let L b2 a subset of Shaving 
n IF: K(A,F) is in L1. Then if fFi1. 
1.=1 
the f.i.p. Let C = 
is a finite. subset of C , 
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there is a finite subset fK(Ai ,F i 5} ~ of L corresponding to ~=! 
the Fi's. Nml7 there exists an E in 2" such that E is a member 
of each K(A.,F;), i = 1, .•. ,n. Thus E c F. for each 
~ ~ ~ 
i = 1, ••• ,n, () F. i ~, and C has the f.i.p. Since C is a 
i=l ~ 
collection of closed subsets of compact space X, (\C i ¢. 
Nmv (\ C is closed so (\ C is in 2X. Also (\ C c F for all F 
such that K(A,F) is in L. 
n 
Let K(A,F) be any member of L. 
n 
subset of C. Let ~K(A.,F.5\ be a 
Let fF.~ be any finite ~ i=l 
~ ~ i=l 
corresponding subset of 
L. Then N = {K(A,F), K(Al,Fl), ••• ,K(An'Fn)~ 
subset of L, so there exists an E in 2X such 
(\ }I. Then E {\ A i ¢. Also E is a subset of 
n n 
is a subset of f\ F.. Thus A (\ «(\ Fi ) f. 91. i=1 ~ i=1 
'tl7as an arbitrary finite subset of C, {A) U C 
is a finite 
that E is in 
each Fi so E 
n 
Since ~Fi\. 
~=l 
~s a class of 
closed subsets of compact X possessing the f.i.p. Hence 
(\ (C \) {A\) = (\\ C) (\ A I- 91. Since K(A,F) 't'las an arbitrary 
memb~r of L, «(\ C) intersects each A. Therefore (\ C is in 
each member of L, so (\ L i ;i. 
'rneorem 10 (2X ,h) is a compact space. 
Proof Let C be any collection of basic closed subsets of 
(2X ,h) having the f.i.p. Consider the partially ordered set 
o of all collections of basic closed subsets of 2X having the 
f.i.p. and containing C ordered by set inclusion. C is in 0 
so 0 I- >6. Each chain M in 0 has lJ Y as an upper bound 
Y in 1-1 
because (1) each Y C'. U Y, (2) for any Y in N, C c Y C' 
Y in H 
13 
u Y, 
Y in M 
each b. 
~ 
and (3) for any finite subset £bl, •.• ,b~ of lJ Y, 
Y in H 
is a member of a Yi • Since 1-f is a chain, one of the n 
Y. 's contains 
~ n 
so (' b i I- >6. ~==l 
bound for H. 
\J Yi and tbl, ••• ,bn~ c Yi. Yi has the f.i.p. i==l 
Thus lJ Y has the f.i.p. and is an upper 
Y in M 
By Zorn's Lemma, there exists a maximal collec-
tion A in O. Let Z be any member of A; 
n 
then Z == U S· 
• 1 ~ ~==-
't"here Si belongs to S. For each Z in A, one of the Si IS is 
also in A. If this were not the case, then for each Si' 
there exists a finite subset D - \1i' '7 ~ 
. - l""'i , ••• , J.:..i ~ 1 m· 
~ 
of A such 
t ha t ~·i (E. \\ S.) == ¢. 
n==l ~n ~ But this yields .the contradiction 
finite subset of A 'tvhose intersection is emp'i:y. 
Let \'] == lSi in S: Si is in A,\. 1-1 cA so '\J is a subset 
of S having the f.i.p. and {\ H f. t. Therefore there e~ists 
a P in ('\ \.J \vhich implies P is in each Z in A. Hence. P is in 
each Z in C so ~C I- ¢. Thus (2X, h) is compact. 
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CONNECTIVITY PROPERTIES OF 2X 
In this section 2X is shown to inherit the following 
connectivity properties of X: connectedness, local connect-
edness, total disconnectedness, discreteness, and possession 
of isolated points. If X does not have one of the above men-
tioned properties, then 2X is shmvu to likevlise lack the 
property. j-IDother result established in this section is that 
the Hausdorff hyperspaces of two homeomorphic compact metric 
spaces are homeomorphic. Finally, the set K of connected 
closed subsets of X is sho\vTt1 to be closed and for connected 
X X b· .. , K and 2 are ShO\\TU to e arCv7~se conne.cted. 
The theorems concerning connectivity are due, for the 
most part, to Hicheal (5). Conne.ctedness 'tvill be considere.d 
first. 
Definition For any compact metric space Y and any positive 
integer n, let F(Y) denote FE in 2Y: E is a finite subset 
of y1 and let Fn(Y) de.note fE in 2Y: E has· at most n elene.nts}. 
Theorem 11 If (X,d) is connected, then (2X,h) is connected. 
Proof Let n be. any positive integer. Then (X,d) is 
connected implies the Cartesian product Xn with the product 
topology is connected. Let f be the function from Xn onto 
Let (x., ••• ,x ) 
1. n 
be any element in Xn and jUl , ••• ,Umj(\ Fn C.X) be any ope.n 
basis eleme.nt in (Fnex) ,h) which 
Then ~ xl' ••• ,xn\ inte.rsects each 
contains f(x , ••• ,x ). 
1 n c. 
Ui and is a subse.t of }dlUi. 
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For each j = 1, ••• "n let OJ" = (i: x J" \\ U; -I i\ and RJ" = i=l n • n Ui_ Then 0 = tr R" is ODen in Xn , (Xl' ••• ,xn ) is in 0, i in OJ j=l J . 
and f(O) c:; /u1 , ••• ;U /(\ F eX). Thus f is a continuous n n 
function and Fn(X) is connected. Since n was an arbitrary 
positive integer, Fn(K) is connected for each n. 
Let A and C be mempers of F(X). Tnen there exist 
positive integers a and c such that A is in F (X) and C is 
a 
in FceX). Let d = maxia,c,\; then both A and C belong to 
F d (X), a connected subset of F(X). Since A and C ~vere arbi-
trary members of F(X), F(X) is connected. 
Let U = /U1 , ••• ,Vn/ be a member of base B. Select one 
Xi from each Vi and denote the set of these Xi'S by V. Since 
V is a finite subset of X, V is closed and belongs to F(Z). 
V also is a member of U since 
n 
'J U". 
i=l ~ 
F(X). 
Thus each open set in 
Hence F(X) = 2X. Since 
"is connected. 
V (\ Ui = t x:0 i ¢ and V c. 
(2X ,h) contains a member of 
FeX) is connected, F(X) = 2X 
Theorem 12 X If (X,d) is not connected, then (2 ,h) is not 
connected. 
Proof x is not connected impl~es there exists a proper sub-
set A of X vlhich is both open and closed in (X,d). Then 
ICA) is both open and closed in (2X,h). ,Since lXl, is in 2X 
and X ¢A, lCA) is a proper subset of 2X. 
~..r 
Thus (2A ,h) is not 
connected. 
Proceeding next to local connectedness, the follow'ing 
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lemma is instrumental in the proof of Theorem 13. 
Lemma 5 If B is a conne.cted subset of 2X and there exists a 
C in B such that C is a connected subset of X, then B"k is a 
connected subset of X. 
Proof Suppose B* is not connecte.d in X. Then B* ::: H U F 
where Hand F are mutually separated subsets of X. Let A :: 
I(H) n Band G :: B - A. Then A (\ G ::: 11. Let E be any member 
of A. Then E c 11 and it follow"s that each point x of E is not 
a limit point of F. Hence there exists an open set Ox 
that ° <= F'. Let 04' ::: U Ox. x ~.
x 1n E 
containing x such Then E c: 0" £!. 
so E is in 10TT/. Let C be any member of 10E/n B. Then C c: 
...... 
0E c::: F'; therefore C c:: F' \\ B* :: Hand C is in A and not in 
G~ Thus lor! (\ B {\ G ::: IOEI ~ G ::: ¢ and each E in A is con-
tained in an open set 10vl "t,]hose intersection "tvi th G is empty • 
.... 
Hence no point of A is a limit point of G. 
Let L be any member of G. Then L¢E so there exists 
an x in L such. that x is in F. Since Hand F are mutually 
separated, x is not a limit point of H; so there exists an 
open set Ox containing x such that Ox c:- Ht • Then J(Ox) is an 
in X such that L is in J(Ox). Let C be any member open set 2 
of JCOx ) (\ B. Now C n Ox I ¢ andC n Ht I ¢. Hence C¢H 
and C is not in , Thus each L in G is contained in an open .n. 
set J(O ) whose inte.rsection \'7i th A is eopty. 'l'herefore, no 
x 
point of G is a limit point of A. 
It follows the.n that G and A are mutually separated 
x .. B 
subsets of 2 whose un10n J.S • But this implies B is not 
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connected 'tvhich is a contradiction. Renee B;I( must be 
connected. 
Theorem 13 If (X,d) is not locally connected, then (2X ,h) 
is not locally connected. 
X Proof Le.t (2 ,h) be locally conne.cted. Let x be in X and 
let U be any open set in (X,d) containing x. TI~en \x~ is in 
2X , lui is in 2T, and fx~ is in lui. Since 2X is locally 
connected, there exists a connected open set N such that 
IX) is in Nand N c lui. fx~ is connected in X, so by Lemrr~ 
5, N* is connected in X. Now ther~ exists an ope.n basis 
element Iv1, ••• ,vnl such that ~x' is in Iv1, ••• ,vnl c N. 
n 
Then \x~ Co l) Vi c:: N* c:. U. Hence N* is a conne.cted neighbor-
i=l 
hood of x 'tV'hich is 0 a subset of U. It £0110't01s that (X,d) is 
locally conne.cted. 
The converse of Theorem 13 will require three prelimi-
nary lemmas. 
Lemma 6 For i = 1, ••• ,n, let U. be a subset of X. TI~en ~ 
Proof Let E be any member of !U1 , ••• ,U?: Suppose E is not nn 
in ;u:, ... , u I. Then either (1) E ¢ U '0'. or (2) for some 
1 n i=l ~ n 
i, 
n 
1 ~ i ~ n, En U. = ¢. If (1) holds, then 
~ 
E ¢ (U Ui) = 
i=l \J lJ·. 
i=l ~ 
i such 
This is a contradiction. If (2) holds, then for some 
that 1 oS i S n, E c;. (ui )' so E is in leui) 'I. Since Z 
is in lUI' ••• ' un7, I(ui ) fin lUI' ••• ' Unl -J ¢. This is contra-
dictory for no J in 2X is such that J c:; (Ui) t and J (\ Ui -I }6. 
Thus E is in jU1, ••• ,TIri/. 
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Suppose E is in /Ul' ••• '~/; then for all i = l, •• ,n, 
n 
E (\ Ui -I Ii and E c; W U. • Let Iv1 , ••• , Vm/ be any open basis ~=1 ~ . 
B. Ynenfor all j = 1, ••• ,m, E~ Vj f ¢ and set containing 
m 
~ V •• 
J=l J 
l\{'ow 
n 
x
J
. is in E ~ LJ U. implies there exists a Ui such that x· is a i=l ~ J 
limi t point or a point of U-r. This implies V. (\ u. I- ¢ so 
.... J ~ 
there exists a v. in V. f\ U.. For each U;, there exists an 
J J ~ m .... 
x. in 
~ E rt U .• ~ Nm'7 x. ~s in E c: U V· implies X-r is in some ~ . 1 J .... 
V j. Hence Ui \\ V j 
J= f ¢. Thus there e,.'Cists a u. in u· n V .• ~ ~ J 
Let J = fx: x = Vj for j = 1 t ••• ,m or x = u i for i = 1, ••• ,n). 
Then J is in /v1 , ••• , vm/(\ lu1, ••• ,unl -I ¢. Tl1.us Z is a limit 
point of /u1 , ••• ,un/ and hence E is in iU1, ••• ,UnT. Tnus 
7u1 ,···,unl = jUl'·~·'UuI· 
2~"" 
Definition Let 2 denote the Hausdorff hyperspace of compact 
X 
metric space 2 • 
Lemma 7 
X 
The functionu from 22 X to 2 defined by ~(A) = 
I: is continuous. 
E in A 
Proof ~(A) is in 2X for ~(A) is a compact subset of X and 
hence is closed. To see that ~(A) is a compact subset of X, 
let U be any open covering of ~(A) in X. Tnen U is also an 
open covel~ing of each E in A so for each E in At there exists 
nE 
a finite subcover tui). of U for E. Then each "2 is in 
~=l 
lu U I · thus {/u u I: E is in A~ is an oD.en 1'···' n~ , 1'···' n~ v ~~ • 
~ X :... 2.1'0. 
cover of A in 2·. Since A is in 2 , A is a closcd and com-
pact subset of 2X so there e:·dsts a finite subcover [/Ul ., ... ~ . J 
U i3n: for A. 
n~. J=l J.!.J 
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is a finite subcover of U fo1"o-(A). Thus G"'CA) is a compact 
subset of X. 
To see that q' is continuous, let A be any member of 
X 2 
2 and let lu1, ••• ,unl be any open basis element containing 
n 
No'tV' I (U U.) is open in 2X and also for each i, lUi' o-(A) • 
n i=l ~v n n 
is open in 2"" and U = II e l) U j)' lUI' \J U jl , ... , Uu·1 j=l J 
'V' 
n 2 ...... 
Iun , U U ·1 I is open in 2 • j=l J 
J=l J=l 
NO\v for each i, 1 ! i ~ n, there exists an Xi in <r U.) 
n Ui. lberefore there exists an 8 i in A such 
E .... olhich implies that E. ('\ u. i ¢. 
~ ~ ~ 
Since E· c: ~ 
that Xi is in 
n 
<rCA) c: ~ UJ., J=l 
n n 
E. is in lu., U Uj/. TILus A (\ Iu; , \J u·1 i 9f for each i. ~ ~ j=l - j=l J n 
Suppose '-, is any point .t:: • Then Ee: ct(A) \) U. so ,. O.!.. A. c:. ..... 
n n j=l J 
E is in IeVUj). Thus A c: I(\jU.). Thc.reforc. A is in D. 
J=l j=l J 
N~:t let ~} be any merJ.ber of D and let x be any point of 
crcn. Then the.re exists an E in H such that x is in Z. 
n 
Since H is in U, E is in I( U UJ.) or in one of the sets of the n j=l n 
form lu.,\j D·I. In any case, E c ~Uj. TIlus X is in and ~ j=l J n J=l 
q(U) is a subset of ~ Uj. Since \,1 is in U, there (!..'Xists an 
n J=l 
E. ~ 
.,,-t 
" ,,-,. ~ 
in 
is 
1'7 n Iu., \J U ·1. 'l'his implies that Ei n Di i sO. Since ~ j=l J 
in FI, Ei c: cr('l-i). Thus 0-(\-:) C\ Di f.16. '.rHUS crC\i) is in 
lu1 , ••• ,Uu!. Hence q(U) C lu1, ••• ,un/. 
Trms Q'" is continuous. 
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Lemma 8 If V1 , ••• ,Vn are connected subsets of X, then 
X /V1, ••• ,Vnl is a connected subset of 2 • 
Proof Let i be any integer betw'een 1 and n. As in Theore.m 
12, Vi is connected implies that (Vi)n is connected Hhich 
implies Fn(Vi ) is conne.cted 'Hhich implies F(Vi ) is connected. n . 
Thus '11 F(V.) is connected. Le.t g be the 
n i=l ~ X 
~ F(Vi) into 2 define.d by g(E1 , ••• ,En ) ~:::l 
function from 
n 
::: U~' T'aen 
i:::1.<Ji · 
Let p be the projection 
"DY peT:' '"i' ) - ,(.;;0 171 ~l'···'~n - l~l'···'~r 
Let cr be the map defined in Lemma 7 above. Th.en g is the 
n 
restriction of ~.p to )T FeVi ). Therefore F(X) 0 /V1 , ••• ,vnl ~:::l . 
is the continuous image of a conne.cJced set and hence. is 
connected. NOil F(X.) n /V1 , ••• , Vn/ ::: FUO "/V1 , ••• , vnl ::: 
2
X (\ IV1 , ••• , V / ::: IV:, ... , vi . Thus F (X) n Iv1 , ••• , V I c::. n 1 n .'. n 
/v1 , ••• ,vn/c::: FOe) /v1 , ••• , Vn/. Hence Iv1, ... ,Vnl is 
connected. 
Theorem ll~ 
)'-
If X is locally connected, then 2~ is locally 
connected. 
• X I / Proof Let.A be any memoe.r of 2 and U1 ' ••• 'Un be. any open 
basis element containing A. For each i ::: 1, ••• ,n, let z. ::: 
~ 
set of comnonents of U .• 
. ~ 
nee ted implies that :H is 
\' . 2X A . t 1':0. ~s ~n , ~s compac • 
n 
Let M::: U Z •• 
i:::1 ~ 
a colleC'cion of 
X is locally con-
open sets. Since 
Since. H covers A, there e.xists a 
finite subcover fc2~m of M for A \\There each Ci ("\ .t:,. I- ~. i:::1 
"Ro' 'l'" .; - 1 m let V· ::: C:;. Since f. n U.; -I ri, for '"'ar.'l.l 
.. - .... - , • •• , , ~..... .<.\. , , ..&.. r Jl .... -
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i = 1, ••. ,n there. exists a component Pi of Ui such that An 
For i:: 1, ••• ,n let V :: P .• Thr.;n Iv;' ..• 'V",J .. nl 
m+l 1. ..L. '" -
is an open basis element containing A and such that Iv1 , ••• , 
V I c lu U I From Le.~~a 8 above, since. each V; is a m+n 1'···' n • ..L. 
component and hence connected, Iv1 , ••• , Vm-'.onl is connecte.d. 
"\' 
Thus 2"\. is locally conne.cted. 
Theorem 15 2X is a Peano continuThu. if and only if X is a 
Peano continuum. 
Proof Follo\'J's from Theorems 11,12,13, and 1 l ,. 
V' 
Theorem 16 X has an isolate.d point if and only if 2A has an 
isolated point. 
Proof Let x be an isolated point of X. Tnen {~~ is an open 
V' 
subset of X so I (i,x' ) is an open subset of 2.A. But I( tx\) = 
. .,.. 
(£)~\. Thus ex, is an isolated point of 2~). • 
. "'. 
Let E be an isolated point of 2" .... Ti1.cn is open in 
x X 2. Since B is a basis for the open sets in 2 , there exists 
a lu, , ..• ,unl in B such that fE) C Iu , ... ,V I c ts~, i.e., 
.... . 1 n 
IU1, ••• ,Un / = fE). For i = 1, ••• ,n, choose xi in E~ Ui • 
n 
Then fx",~ 
J. i :: 
This implies 
n 
E = f~·::.\ • 
1. i=l 
,,. 
is a finite subset of X and hence is in 2"'1.. 
1 n . 
{xl~. 1 is in lUi'···' unl = fE,\ Hhich implies 
~:: 
Suppose there exists an i such that Ui f. {xi). 
Then there exists a y. in U. 
.1.. 1. 
such that y. I-}:.. Then 
1." 1. 
is in IU1, ••• ,u / and therefore 
n 
equals E. This is a contradiction and hence for each 1., Ui = 
Thus each lXi' is an open se.t in X and each 
isolated point of ,,. Jlo.. 
is an 
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Defini 'cion For x any poin'!: of an arbitrary topological 
space. X, let C(x) denote the component of X. con'caining x. 
,,. 
Theorcm 17 X is totally disconnected if and only if 2A is 
to'cally disconnected. 
Proof Suppose X is not totally disconnected. Then Jehere. 
exists an ~, in .,. .A. such that C(x) i (x\. The.refore there exists 
a y in C(x) such that y I r x. From Lemma 8, C(x) is connected 
implies that /C(x)/ = I(C(x) ) is connected. Nm'l fy\ and 
{x, are. both members of I(C(x)) and I(e(x)) c:. CCfx"\). 'l"nus 
C(~x"") l tt)~) and 2X is not totally disconnected. 
V' 
Let X be ~otally disconnected. Let E and F be in 2A and 
such that there. exists an x in F which is not in E. Tb.en for 
each y in E, there ~~ists an open-closed set 0y containing y 
but not x. foy: y in E\ is therefore an open cove.r for close.d 
and hence compact set E. Hence there exists a finite subcover 
n 
loy~. for E. 
.... ~=1 
n 
Then LJ 0 • 1.S an ope.n-closed subset 
i=l yJ. 
..... .. ,. OJ: ...... 
I Tl\ • ...X 
so I(~ 0 ) is open-closed ~n ~ containing E 
. y. but not F. l..ryl 1. 
Thus 2''''' is totally disconnected. 
Theorem 18 x. X is discrete if and only if 2 1.S discrete. 
Proof Let X be discrete. Then for each :x in J~, {}£,\ is 
ope.n-closed. It follo\'7s that X is a finite space. fer ~ix1: 
v 
x in X"\ is an open cover of X Hhich is a compact space. 2· ... 
. f h~" 2X . X. is then a fin1.te space so -or cae ~ 1.n , S1.nce 2 1.S a 
~." 
r.lctric space, f:s1 is open. Therefore each subse~t A of 2"-" is 
the union of open sets t21 and hence is open. '..ell.us 
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discrete. 
Let 2x be d';!".crn.t n • S· 2X . t 2X . ~- v ~ ~nce ~s a compnc space, 1S 
a finite space. Thus X is a finite space. Since X is a 
t . "... .. me r1C space, A ~s G1Screte. 
l-1l.cheal states the follov7ing lenma and theorem. 
Lemma 9 Let f be a continuous function of compact ~etric 
space X into compact metric space Y. Then the function 
v y 
from 2.J\. to 2 defined by f*(E) = f(8) is con'cinuous. 
v 
Proof Let E be in 2·" and let lu1 ,. _., u I be any basis n 
n 
element containing f-!~(E). Then feE) c:: U U.. Since f is 
i=l 1-
continuous, for each ~: in X there exists an open set O(~=) 
n 
containing :~ such thEtt f(O(x)) c ~ Di • F. is compact, thus ~=1 
there e::dsts a finite CoVCl.~ lO(xi ): i = n+1, ••• ,n+ml for E. 
Since feE) (\ U. I rt, there exists an x. in ::: such that f(x.) 
1 l. l. 
is in Di - Hence there exists an open set O(xi ) containing 
x.such that f(O(x.) c: D .• 1\01'70 = /O(x.;, ••• ,O(x )/ 
~ 1 ~ ~ n+m 
v' ~s an open set in 2"'''' containing E. Let B be in f*(O) = f(O). 
11. -r..n:l 
Then there exists an A in 0 such that f;'~(A) = B. A c: U O(x.) 
n·/-m n i=1 1 
implies f(A) = B c: ,f(~ O(xi)) Co ~ Di • For i ::: 1, ••• ,n, A n 1=1 1.=1 
O(Xi ) f t. Thus t i fCA n O(xi») ::: f(A) n f(O(xi )) 4:: B n u .• 1 
Hencef*(O) <: /U1 , ••• ,Unl and 
f* is continuous. 
Thco:~em 19 If compact metric space X is homeomorphic to com-
v v 
pact metric space Y, then 2'" is homeonorphic to 2 .... 
Proof If f is a reve.rsibly continuous mapping of X onto Y, 
",r 
then by Lerrma 9, f* is a reversibly continuous mappins of 2"· 
y 
onto 2 • 
Definiti.on 
Theorem 20 
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, ),. 
Le.t K denote f~ in 2"'''': E is a connected subse.t 
K is a closed subset of 2X. 
Proof Let F be. any member of 2X ,;"hich is not in K. Then 
F = D1 \) D2 ,.·]here D1 and D2 are. non-empty, mutually separated 
se.ts • ~r ~n ...... Since F is a closed subset of X, D1 and D2 are 
closed in X and hence compact. Thus d(D1 ,D2 ) ~ o. He.nce 
there e::::ists open sets 01 containing D1 and 02 containing D2 
such that 01 ('\ 02 = 0. (For example, let· 0i = U B(x, 
1 1 
. X x in Di 
deD1 ,D2 )/3).) Then °1 ,°2 is open ~n 2 , F c: 0i \J °2 , and 
FO 0i I ~ for i = 1,2; so F is in 1°1,°2/. Suppose there 
exists an E in K ",hich is in /01'02/. Since}!: is connected, 
E c. 01 \l 02 implies that E c:. 01 or E c: 02 "i'lhich implies E C\ 02 
= ¢ or EO 01 = 0. This is a contradiction. Thus KO 1°1,°2/ 
= ¢ and F is not a limit point of K. Since F was arbitrary, 
K contains all of its limit points. Thus K is closed. 
Throughout the re.mainder of this section on connectivity 
and through the next on contraction, let X de.note a nondegen-
erate connected set and tal ,a2 , •• ~ a fixe.d countable dense 
subset of X. (A countable dense. subset of X exists for X is 
a compact metric space and hence separable.) Tne structure 
of the arguments in these se.ctions is Kelley 1 s (lr). 
The remaining theorem in this section is that X is con-
~.r 
nected implies 2A and K arc both arcwise connected. In the 
proof of this theorem, a critical item is the existence of a 
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real-valued function defined on 2X having the properties 
stated in Lertll'11a 10 below. 
Lem.-na 10 There exists a real-valued function v on 2X having 
th~ following properties: 
~,~ 
(1) 0 ~ v(A) ~ 1 for all A in 2A. 
(2) v(A) = 0 if and only if A is a singleton subset of X. 
(3) v(A) = 1 if and only if A = X. 
(4) v is continuous • 
.. ,. 
(5) If ,,~ .. ,B are in 2.Jl., A c; B, and A f. B, then v(A) < v(E). 
\'lhitne.y (7) defines a function u \·]hich 't'7ith a slight 
modification yields a function v satisfying Le~~ 10. 
Definition For {a1 ,a2 ,a3 , ••• 1 the countable dense subset of 
X, let fi denote the real-valued function defined on X by 
f.(x) = 1/(1 + d(a.,x». Let u. be the real-valued function 
~ ~ ~ 
defined on 2X by ui(A) = 1.u.b.1\fi (P) - fi(q)(: p and q are 
in A). Let u be the real-valued function defined on 2X by 
00 • 
u(A) = ~ ui (A)/2~ • 
i=l 
Lemma 11 The functions f 1 ,f2 , ••• ,u1 ,u2 , ••• , and u have the 
follo't<ling properties. 
(1) \fi(p) - fi(q)\ ~ dCp,q) since (fi(p) - fi(q)( = 
I (1 + d(a. ,q» - (1 + d(a· ,p» I = Id(a. ,q) - d(a. ,0) f 
\C1 + dCai,p))Cl + dCai,q') (1 * d(aitp))'Cl' + d(ai,q» 
~ \d(a{,q) - dCai,p)\ ~ \d(p,q)l = d(p,q). 
(2) Ui(A) ~ ~(A) since ui(A) = l.u.b. ~lfi(P) - fi(q)l: p and 
q are in A~ ~ l.u.b.fd(p,q): p and q are in A~ = \(A)., 
co • cO • 
(3) u(A) ~ seA) since u(A) = ~ ui CA)/2~ ~ £ b eA)/2~ = 
~=1 ~=1 
~ . 
SeA) ~ 1/21. = ~(A) 1 = <i> (A). 
i=l 
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(4) 0 < fi(p) 4£ 1 since d(ai,p) ~ o. 
(5) ui(A) ~ 1 since for all p,q in A, \fi(p) - fi(q)l ~ 1. 
~ • <:Q • 
(6) u(A) s 1 since u(A) = ~ ui(A)/2l. S ~ 1/21. = 1. 
1.=1 i=l 
(7) If A = fx~, then seA) = 0 and hence u(A) = O. 
(8) If u(A) = 0, then Ui(A) = 
fi (q)\ = a for all p,q in A~ 
o for all i, and hence 'fi(P) -
Thus f.(p) = f.(q). Thus d(a.,p) 1. 1. 1. 
= d(ai,q) for all i and thus p = q. Hence each p in A equals 
q and hence A = lq1. 
X , (9) u is continuous for let E be in 2 and B(u(E),2e) be any 
open set containing uCE). Let A be any member of B(E,e). 
Then h(A,E) < e. For each p in A, Lemrna 1 implies there 
exists a qp in E such that d(p,qp) < e. Thus \fi(p) - fi(qp)l 
.< e. Hence each f . .cp) oS f. (q ) -I- e ~ l.u.b. \fl.' (q): q is .in E1 
l. 1. P 
+ e. Thus l.u.h. ffi(P): P is in A) ~ l.u.b. lfiCq): q is 
in E} + e. Also g.l.b.ffi(q): q is in E1 - e ~ fi(qp) - e ~ 
fi(p) for each p in A. Thus g.l.b.lfi(q):. q is in E1 - e 5 
g.l.b.~fiCP): p is in A1. Taus ui(A) = 1.u.b.~\fi(P) -
fi (r)\ : p and r are in A~ = l.u.b. ffi (p): p is in A\ -
g.l.b.~fi(P): P is in A~ ~ l.u.b.ffi(q): q is in E~ + e 
g.l.b.ffi(q): q is in E1 - (-e) = ui(E) + 2e. Then u(A) = 
~ • co • 
:f.. U. (A)/21. ~ i CU. (E) + 2e)/2l. = u(E) + 2e. Thus u(B(E,e)) 
i=1 1. i=1 1. 
c: B(u(E),2e). Hence u is continuous. 
(10) If A i E and AcE, then u(A) < u(E) for A and E are 
closed compact subsets of X and thus there exists a point b 
in E such that d(b,A):> o. Since fa1,a2,a3' ••• ~ is dense in 
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X, there exists an a i such that d(ai,b) ~ d(b,A)/3. Let s = 
d(b,A). Then f (b) ~ 1/(1 + s/3) = 3/(3 + s). Also d(ai,A) 
J. 
'> 2/3s. Thus for all q in A, fi (q) < 1/(1 + 2s/3) = 
3/(3 + 2s) < fi (b). Hence l.u.b. f!f i (p) - fi (q)\ :p and q are 
in A)< 1.u.b.{lfiCb) - fi(q)\: q is in A\ < l.u.b.~\fi(p)­
fi (q)\: p and q are in EJ. Thus ui (A) < ui (E) and hence 
u(A) < u(E). 
Proof of Le~~a 10 follows iwnediately from the properties 
of u when the follow'ing definition of v is made. 
Definition For X not a singleton set, let v denote the real-
.. ,. 
valued function defined on 2A by v(A) = u(A)/u(X). 
The next Lemma follo\<7s from the properties of v. 
Lemma 12 For each positive number e, there exists a positive 
X 
number r such that if A and B are in 2 , A c B, and v(B) -
v(A) < r, then h(A,B) < e. 
Proof Let e '> 0 be given. If h(A,B) ~ e, then there exists 
a b in B such that d(b,A) > e/2. NOVl there exists an a. in 
J. 
the countable dense subset of compact X such that d(b,ai) < 
e/S. NOH for each p in A, d(p,ai) '> e/4. Thus l.u.b. \fi (q): 
q is in B~ ~ f.(b):> 1/(1 + e/8) '> (1/(1 + e/4») > f.(p) for 
J. J. 
all p in A. Thus l.u.b.{fi(q): q is in B~ '> fi(p) + 
(1/(1 + e/8)) - f.(p) > f.(p) + (1/(1 + e/8») - (1/(1 + e/4» 
J. J. 
for all p in A. Let t = (1/(1 + c/8») - (1/(1 + e/4». Then 
l.u.b.(fi(q): q is in B1 ~ l.u.b.ffi(p): p is in A\ + t. 
Since A ~ B, g.l.b.lfi(q): q is in nl ~ g.l.b.ffi(p): p is in 
A). TI1US ui(B) - ui(A) ~ t. Hence u(B) - u(A) ~ t/2i and 
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veB) - vCA) ~ t/2i (u(X))_ Thus choose r < t/2 i (u(X)). 
A second critical item in the proof of the arc't'lise 
connectedness of 2X and K is the notion of a se~nent. Its 
definition and a lemma on its existence follow'. Since the 
proof of the le~ma is long, it is divided into parts. 
",. 
Definition For Ao,A1 in 2
A
, let a segment from Ao to Al 
denote a continuous mapping ~ from the interval to, i.l into 
2X \vhich satisfies the follo'\ving two conditions: (1) v(At ) = 
(l-t)V(AO) 
Lemma 13 
+ tv(A1 ) and (2) If tl < t 2 , then At c:. At _ 
. X . I 2 
For AO' Al ~n 2 , there ex~sts a segment from AO 
to _'\ if and only if AO c; Al and every component of Al 
intersects AO. 
Part 1 Existence of segment from AO to Al implies AO ~ Al 
and every component of A1 intersects AO. 
Proof Suppose there exists a segment from AO to AI- By 
condition ~~o in the definition of segment, AO ~ A1 - If there 
exists a component B of A such that A C (A - B ), then by 
1 I 0 1 1 
Noore (6, p.21) there exists an open set 0 such that BI c:; 0, 
o (\ A f. f1, and (0 - 0) n A = 9f. Then 0 n A1 = 0 n Al and 
O. 1 
so is an open subset of AI- This implies Al - 0 is a closed 
subset of A1 which is a closed subset of X, so A1 - 0 is closed 
in X and l(A - 0) is closed in 2X. Then J(O) and lCAI - U) 
I v 
J>. 
are disjoint closed subsets of 2 covering A1 - Since At is 
-1 - -1 ( -) continuous, At (J(O)) and At(l Al - 0 ) are diSjoint clqsed 
subsets of (0,11 covering (O,ij _ But [o,i,l is connected so this 
is a contradiction and hence no such component BI exists. 
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Part 2 Let AO Co A1 and every component of A1 intersect AO. 
Let Y be the collection of all subsets of E of 2X which have 
the following ~vo properties: 
(1) If \·1 is in E then Ao c; H. c: A1 and every component of H 
intersects AO. 
(2) If HO,H1 are in E then either HO c:. \\11 or "t\ c:. \·JO• 
Let Y be ordered by set inclusion. Then Y has a maximal 
element. 
Proof fA ,A~ is in Y so Y is non-empty_ Each chain C in Y 
,. 0 i') 
has U E 
E in C 
Each H in 
has an upper bound because of the follow'ing. (1) 
ponent 
U E is in an E and thus AO C ,\,1 c: Al and every com-
E in C 
of \17 intersects AO. (2) If HI' H2 E U E, then H1 
E in C 
is in E
1
, \-12 is in E2 , and C is a chain so E1 c:: Ei or E2 c: El 
so HI' H2 both belong to either E1 or £2' thus either HI c; H 2 
or t'~2 c;. H1 - (3) Each E in C is a subset of \.) E. Applying E in C 
Zorn's Lemma, Y has a maximal subset EO. 
Part 3 Let the conditions of Part 2 apply. Then the maximal 
element E 0 of Y is a closed subset of 
2X. 
Proof Let VI be any element of 
0 
~~ 
.... 0· (1 ) If there exists an x 
• • 1J ~s not ~n /0' then d(x, 1010 ) = W' ") o. Since in AO such that x 
x is in each H in EO' hOl,HO) ~ i·7 for each H in E and B(VTO,wj2) 
is then an open set containing HO i'lhich doesn't intersect 
T..'1.is is a contradiction so A c: 'f;l for all H in EO. (2) If 000 
there exists an x in HO such that x is not in A1 , then 'deX,A1 ) 
= g "> O. Each VJ in EO is a subset of AI' so dCx,\}) ~ g and 
hc r~ fT ) > g .-J,riO .- • Then B(Ho,g/2) is an open set containing \-10 and 
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not intersecting SO. This is a contradiction so H c: A for 
o 1 
all HO in EO. (3) If there e.xists a component P of 'HO' '\"hich 
does not intersect Ao' then again by Hoore (6, p.21) there 
exists an open set 0 such that? c: 0, AO (\ 0 = ¢ and (0 - 0) 
C\ n -rI. V'O - p. Then /(0)',0/ is an open set containing HO. Sup-
pose there exists a H in EO () /(0)',0/. Then H contains a 
compone.nt N intersecting both Oand,CO)' and N = (0 n N) U 
« 0) , (\ N) so N is not connected. This is absurd so EO {'\ 
/(0) r ,0/ = ¢. But this is a contradiction for HO & EO n 
/(0)',0/; therefore every component of every set in Eo 
intersects A. (l~) If Hand Z are in 'E and there exists an 
o 0 
x in 1-1 - Z and a y in Z - H, let 2K = minld(x,\1),d(y,z5). 
There exists a finite cover lB(v1i ,K~ ~ \j tB(x,K)\ for F! 
m 1.=1 
and a finite cover tB(zi,l()). U lB(y,K)"\ for Z. t·] is in 
1.=1 ". 
/B(x,K), B('\',.,K), ••• ,B(tV' ,K)/ = U1 and Z is in /B(y,K), 1. n 
B(zl,K), ••• ,B(zm,K)/ = U2 • There must be. an E in U10 EO 
and an F in U2 (\ EO and E c: F or FeE. If E c: F, F (\ B(~::,K) 
I~; but F , VK(Z) so d(x,F) ~ K. Similarly, if F ~ E, 
E t\ B(y, K) 'I y5; but E c:: VKCH) so d(y, E) ~ K. This is a con-
tradiction so H c: Z or Z c:; "J. 
There.fore EO is in Y but since Eo is maximal, So = EO. 
Part 4 Let the conditions of Part 3 apply. For each t in 
(0,1] let At be that element of EO (if it exists) such that 
v(A ) ;::: (l-t)v(A ) -1- tv(A
1
). Then A 'is defined for each t 
tot
in ~) ,i] . 
Proof Note that AO and A1 are in EO. Suppose there exists 
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a t such that A is not defined. Then let L = t fAt : At o 0 is 
defined and t > t~ and let At, = sup L. L is not empty since 
:\ 
... 0 is in EO· Either (1 ) sup L = wax L and At' is in L so j..l·t r 
is defined or (2) sup L = limit of a sequence {At 37=1 in "J? ...... O· 
~ 
Since EO = E 0 is maximal, the limit of -the sequence = sup L 
= At ' is in EO so At ~ is defined. Similarly, there e:.~ists an 
At t, in EO such that A = inf fA : A is defined and t .( 
t't to to 
to1. Since At is not defined, t' ~ t ~ tt, so At' ~ At" 
and there is no set H in EO such that A c:. H c: A • 
t' t 1t 
Now there exists an e > 0 such that Ve (At t ) ~ At t' for 
there exists an x in At" such that d(x,Att ) > 0; let 2e = 
d(x,At ,). Let Q = At"O Ve(At ,). Q is closed and Q is a 
proper subset of Attl for x is not in Q. Let A consist of the 
components of Q Hhich intersect 1-\,. A c:. Q ~ At t , • Is At t ~ 
A1 If not, then every component of Q intersecting At! is a 
subse.t of ~!. But for the above. x in At'! C\ Q t, the compo-
nent of At" containing x = C(x) must be. such that C(x) (\ AO 
~ ". Let~) be. in C(x) (\ AO. Then Yo is in At t; also there 
exists a component C of Q containing Yo so C cAt, and 
d(C,Ve(At ,) - Ve.(Att » ? e. But C is also a component of 
Ve(At ,) n C(x) and thus by Hoore (6, r>.18) since C(x) contains 
a point of Ve.(At ,) and a point of (Ve.(At ,»', C must have a 
point of VeCAt ,) - Ve(At ,) as a limit point. This is a contra-
diction so At' ~ A. 
Nmv v(At ,) < v(A) <. v(Atr ,). 
sider the follov-;ing: 
- A· i'? 
.LS ~n '':'0. Yes, for CO"1-
(2) Bach 
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component C of A intersec'i:s A and contains a point y. y is 
t f 
in a component of Att 'tVhich intersects AO and this component 
is a connected subset of A so is a subset of C. Thus cf\ AO 
(3) Let To'l :: As be any se:t in ,.., 1:'0· Then either s 
and As c: At f c: A or s ~ t f f and As ":) At t f ~ A. A is therefore 
in Y and if not in Eo' -then EO c:. EO \) fA\. But Eo is maximal 
so A is in EO. . EO contains no set ~\T such that At t c; \-I ~ At t f. 
Therefore, the supp~sition that there exists a t in 1.o,i] such 
that At is not defined is false. Thus At is defined for each 
t in to ,f). 
Part 5 Let the conditions of Part 4 apply. Tnen At is a 
segment from AO to ,\ n • 
1 
Proof Property 2 of the collection Y assures that At is 1-1. 
Is A.>- continuous? 
~ -1 
Nmv tv \.~ ( 0) : 
1''''0 
o is open in tV(AO),V(A1~~ is a base for 
the open sets in EO for let U be an open subset of For 
form each A in U, there exists an open basis element of the 
x 
-1 
By Lemma 12, there exists an r such that vl n 
ClO 
BCA ,e) f\ E . ~{ 0 
c: BC~,e) ~ U. veAtCt):: Cl-t)V(AO) + tvCA1 ) 
so v.j~ ~s a continuous function. Thus for each open basis 
-1 -1 
element U = v\~ (0), At CU) 
~o 
open in CO, 1]. Hence At is 
-1 -1 1 
= At (vlEOCO» :: (VeAt )- (0) is 
continuous. 
This establishes that At is a segment from Ao to Al and 
the le~ma is proved. 
2X could now be established to be arc't,iise connected; 
but, for K, one additional lemma is needed. 
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Lemma 14 If ,-. r:. is in K and At is any segment \-rith Ao = E, 
then At is in K for each t in ~,i) . 
Proof A1 is in K since t.. .c:: 
··0 A 1 and every component of A1 
intersects AO• Let t' be in (0,1). For each t in ,\:0, t fJ , let 
At = Bt / t ,· Then Bt/tf is a segment from BO = AO = E to B1 
= Btr / t , for (1) v(Bt / tt ) = v(At ) = (1 - tlt r + t/t r (1 - t r )) 
v(Ao) + (t/tt)ttv(A1 ) = (1 - t/tf)v(AO) + Ct/tt)V(At ,) = 
(1 - t/t' )v(Bo) + (tit r )v(B1 ) and (2) if tIlt f .( t2/t', then 
t1 < t2 so v(At ) = v(Bt /tt) < v(Bt /+- t) = v(A .... ). Since 1 - l' 2 ... 1..2 
At is continuous, Bt/t,r is continuous. Since Bt / t r is a seg-
From Lemma 13 every component of B1 
intersects BO' thus Bl = At' is connected. 
'x Theorem 20 If X is connected, then 2· and K are arcvJ'ise 
connected. 
Proof E and F be any members of X Since X is Let 2 • con-
nected, by Lemma 13 there exists a segment Al from E to ~r A 
and a segment A2 from 
'r 
to 2A defined by f(t) 
F to '" Let f be a J"" • 
1 
= A2t for ° ~ t ! t 
function from \.0, iJ 
2 
and f(t) = A2_2t 
for % ~ t ~ 1. f is a continuous function and f(to,l]) con-
x ' 
tains an arc in 2 from E to F. '111-, 2X. . luUS ~s arc\V~se connected. 
Let E and F be any members of K. , By Len~rs 13 and 14, 
3 4 . 
there exist segments A and A from E to X and F to X, re-
3 A4 .., ,.. ( , 
spective.ly, such that At' 't are. ~n J:\. Ior each t in 0,1..1. 
Then f 1;vill take (0,1) into K continuously if f(t) = A~t for 
o ~ t ~ i and f(t) = A~_2t for -} ~ t ~ 1. Hence. f( (0,1]) con-
tains an arc from E to F in K. Thus K is arclvise. connected. 
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CONTRACTION PROPERTIES OF 2X 
Bearing in mind that X is restricted to connected sets in 
'C this section, the main results are that 2~ is contractible in 
itself implies K is contractible in itself and that X is a 
Pcano continuum implies 2X is contractible in itself. 
Lemm.a 15 X is a Peano continuum implies that for each e ~ 0 
there exists a positive number r such that if points a and c 
are in X, d(a,c) <. r, and a is in A which is a member of K, 
then there e..."{ists a C in K containing c 'tvith h(A,C) <. e. 
Proof Suppose the Lcm."Ua is false.· The.n there exists an e> 0 
such that for all integers n there exists points an and cn 
in X I-lhere d(~,cn) ~ l/n and an ~ in K containing an such 
that there does not exist a Cu in K containing c
n 
",·lith 
h(~,Cu) <. e. Since X. is compact, tanS co contains a conver-
n=l 
gent subsequence £an :\ ~ with limit point p. X is locally ~ ~=1 
connec·ted at p implies that B(p,e./2) contains a connected 
open set 0 containing p. It fo110\'7s thatS(O) < e. Since 
open balls are a base for metric X, there exists an r(e) ') 0 
such that B(p,r(e)) c: O. Now' there exists an integer N such 
that for all n i ') N, an. and c are in B(p,r(e)) C' o. Let n. ~ ~ 
Cn . = An. \) o. Since an. is in 0 t\ A , C is in K. No't·] n. n. 
~ ., ~ ~ ~ ... 
cn . is in 0 so c is in C • Also h(.A ,C ) " 
e for A c:: 
n· n· ni ni ni ~ ~ ~ 
C and thus for all a in A , d(a,C ) = O. Also since c is 
n· n· n· ~ ~ ~ 
in C either c is in ~. and d(~. ,c) = 0 or c is in 0 and n· , ~ ~ ~ 
deAn. ,c) ~ d(~. ,an. ) + dCSu. ,c) < 0 + ~ (0) < e. This is a 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
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contradiction and thus the Lemma is true. 
2 2X Definition Let h denote the Hausdorff metric for 2 • 
Lemma 16 X is a Peano continuum implies that i(X) = 
tfx\: x in x1 is contractible in K. 
V' A 
Proof Let H be a mapping of i(X) x (0,11 into 22 defined 
by H({x),t) = {E: x is in E Hhich is in K and veE) = t1. 
HCtx,\,t) = v-1 (t) \\ J(txl) " Ie so \'l(f:c,\,t) is a closed subset 
~ ~ 
of 2.1\. and \:1 indeed does map into 2 • H({ x), 0) = l~xv!' and 
t-l({~,1) = {x1. 
H is continuous if for a fixed t, \~(\x,\,t) is continuous 
in(x~ and if given e > 0, there is an r(e) ~ ° such that for 
r)~ in i(X) and t 1 ,t2 in lo,i] , \'lhere I t2 - t 1\ < r(e), 
h 2 nl(\x,\, t 1 ), H«(x'l, t 2 ») < e. 
Suppose e t > ° is given. Then e = e t f2 > ° and from 
Lemma 12, there exists a r(e) such that if A and e are in 2X, 
A C: C, and \ v(A) - v(C)\ -< r(e), then h(A, e) < e. Since v 
is continuous, there exists a q(r(e)) ~ 0 such that if h(A,C) 
< q(r(e), then 'v(A) - v(e)\ < r(e). From Lemma 14, since 
X is a Peano continuum, there exists a p(q(r(e))) > Osuch 
that if x,y are in X with d(x,y) < p(q(r(e») and x is in A 
which is in K, then there exists a C in K containing y 'tvi th 
h(A,C) < q(r(e». Let t be fixed. For all e t ~ 0, let 
p(q(r(e») be as described above. Let x be any point of X 
and A any member of K contcining x. TIlen for all y in 
B(x,p(q(r(e»)), there exists a C in K such that y is in C 
and h(A,C) < q(r(e». Therefore \v(A) - v(C)\ .( rCe). If 
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v(A) = vee) = t, then C is in H(~y~, t). If v(A) < v(C), then 
there exists a Cs on the segment from fy1 to C such that 
v(Cs ) = v(A). Then Cs ~ C and vee) - v(C~) < r(e) 80 hCC,C ) c s 
"e. Renee h(A,Cs ) " e' and Cs is a member of H(1y"\,t). 
If vec) < v(A), then there exists a Cs on the segment from C 
to X such that v(C
s
) = v(A). Since C c C and v(C ) - v(C) < 
8 S 
r(e), h(C,C
s
) < e so h(A,Cs ) <. e f and Cs is in H(tyl,t). It 
follo'i.,8 that h2(H(\x~,t),H(iy\,t» = max tSUplh(~,l/l({y\,t»: 
Ex is in \']C,x\ ,t»), sup th(Ey,H(\X,),t): Ey in HC\y"\ ,t)"\\ < e'. 
Thus H({xl,t) is continuous for a fixed t. 
Again let e ~ o be given. For any {x\ in i(X) and any 
pair tt,t'l 'i'7here 0 ~ t l ~ t I I ~ 1, let A be a member of 
t' 
H ( f x~ , t. t ) • Then At' and X are in K and A c: X. By Lemma tt 
there exists a segment from At to X, so there exists an At" 
such that At' ~ Att , and Atft is in WCfXl,ttf). Similarly 
if At I' is in 1~( ix), t t t), then ~X) c: At I t so there exists a 
13, 
segment from fx'\ to At I ,. Thus there exists an A~t such that 
l. 
A c: A and At- is in H(txJ,t'). Now' Itt - ttl) < r(e) tt trt . 
implies that for all At in ~"l( (x1, t. ), there exists an A i l. t j 
in 11({x)·,t.) such that JV(At . )-v(At )l ~ reeL Hence 
2 J l. J 
h ('>l(fxl,t'),H(fx\,ttl») < e.Therefore H(~x},t) is uniformly 
continuous in t. 
Let Z = veH. Since both c.r and \·1 are continuous, Z is 
continuous. Also z(lx~,O) = (xl and Z(1x'\,1) = X. Z(fxl,t) 
is a union of connected sets'i'7hose intersection contains x so 
Z({xl,t) is connected. By Lemma 7, o-(1·1(fx'},t» = Z(fxl,t) is 
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... ,. 
in 2A; therefore Z«(x1,t') is in K. This establishes that 
Z is a contraction of i(X) in K. 
Lemma 17 X X ieX) is contractible in 2 implies 2 is contract-
ible in itself. 
Proof i(X) is contractible in 2X implies' there exists a 
continuous mapping Y of i(X) x @,ij into 2X. where Y(~x1,O) 
= fx)and Y(fx~,l) = A, a fixed member of 2X. Define the 
X 2X 
mapping H of 2 x [o,i.l into 2 by H(E,t) = fy(txl,t): 
X 
x is in E1. H(E,t) is in 22 for let U = !/Ul' ••• 'Un.~ be 
~ 
any open basis cover in 2X for l·Y(E,t). Then each Y(txl,t) in 
H(E,t) is a member of one of the Iu , ... ,U I. Since Y is 
1 ni 
continuous, there exists an open set Ivl,.·.,Vrn/ = Vtx1 
containing txl such that Y(\X\,t) is in Y(Vtx1 ,t) , 
m 
lu , ..• ,u I. 1 n· Now x is in n v. = V which is open in X. i=l ~. x n ~ 
E is closed so there exists a finite subcover \V ~ of the 
cover {Vx: x is in E~ for E. 
finite union of lu1 , ••• ,un .l. ~ 
Xi i-l 
Thus H(E,t) c; vItO VfX~' ,t) <:. 
~=l ~ 
1>1(£,0) = ltX'}: x in E) and H(E,l) = 1A~. 
'V' 
H is continuous for let (E,t) be any member of 2-"l. x to,il 
and let B(H(E,t),e) be an open set containing fYCrxl,t): 
x in E1. For each tx' ~ £, there exists an r such that 
. x 
Y(B('x\,r ),t) c; B(Y(\x1,t),e). E is closed implies there 
x 
exists a finite subcover of {B(x,r ): x in E1. Let r = 
x 
mintrx: B(x,r
x
) is in the finite subcoverJ. Then 
U B(x,r) is an open set containing E so E is' in 
x in E 
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U. B(~x\,r). Thus H(E,t) c: H( U 
x ~n E x in 
B ( t x\ , r ) , t ) c: 
E U. B(Y«(xl,t),e) c B(H(E,t),e). 
x ~n E 
Then let Z = 0". W. Z is continuous since IT and \·1 are, 
x X 
Z maps 2 x ~o ,11 into 2 , and Z(E;O) = u(H(E ,0») = 
G"(~tX): x in E"\) = E and Z(E,l) = 0'(\.1(£,1» = G"(~A\) = A. 
Thus 2X is contractible in itself. 
Theorem 22 X is a Peano continuum implies 2X is contractible 
in itself. 
Proof By Lemma 14, X is a Peano continuum implies that i(X) 
is contractible in K c: 2X. This implies by Lemma 16 that 
2X is contractible in itself. 
Theorem 23 2X is contractible implies Kis contractible in 
itself. 
Proof 2X is contractible implies there exists a continuous 
mapping Z of 2X x (0,1] into 2X 'tvhere Z(E,O) = J:: and Z(E,l) = 
a constant A. . X' d 2X •. S~nce ~s connecte, ~s arcvase connected 
...r 
and there exists an arc from A to X in 24. That is, there is 
a continuous mapping g of rO,l]into 2X with g(o) = A and 
X f, X g(l) = X. Define the mapping ~'l of 2 x lO,11 into 2 by 
'\"J(E,t) = get). Then T,J(E,O) = A and T"J(E,l) = X. De.fine the 
X 
mapping Y of 2X x (O,~ into 2 by Y(E,t) = Z(E,2t) for 
o ~ t ~ t and Y(E,t)" = H(E,2t - 1) for t ~ t ~ 1. Since 
Z(E,2(-}» = Z(E,l) = A = H(E,O) = \'1(E,2(t) - 1), Y(E,t) is 
~..,ell-dcfined. Since Z and H are continuous, Y is continuous. 
Let F be a mapping defined by F(E,t) = {Y(E,t f ): O~tt~tS. 
F(E,t) is the image of the compact set E x to,t) under the 
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continuous map Y and hence is closed. Therefore F maps 2 x 
v 2 .... (o,ij into 2 • F is a continuous mapping, for let 
B(F(E,t),e) be an open set containing F(B,t). For each t' in 
to,t] , the.re exists a B«E,t'),r') ·such that Y(B«E,t'),r'» 
C; B(Y(E,t'),e.). There ~~ists a finite subcover 
f t n lB«E,t~),r.)1 
~ ~ i=l 
for (S, (O,t); hence F(E,t) = Y(E,tO,t]) c: 
n f LJ B(Y(E,t.),e) ~ B(F(E,t),e). 
i=l ~ 
Let G = Q"eF. Then G is continuous, G(E,O) = Y(Z,O) = E, 
G(2,1) = U Y(E,t) 
t in [o,!.} = 
X, if 0 !: t r :s: t' t S 1, then G(A,t') <:: 
G(A, t If), and G maps X 2 x CO,11 into ·2X • 
For each (E,t) in 2X x to, il , veE) ..:: t + v(Z) (1 t) .::: 1 
-
and tv(E) ,11 is the image of lo,il under the continuous 1-1 
V· 
mapping v-G(E, @,1]). Therefore for each (E,t) in 2 ...... x (0,11, 
there exists an s in (0,1) such that v(G(B,s») = t + v(S)(l-t). 
Define R to be the mapping from 2X x ~,11 to 2X by H(E,t) = 
G(E,s). Since t = 0 implies s = 0 and t = 1 implies s = 1, 
H(E,O) = E and H(E,l) = X. Also t ~ t' implies s S Sf so 
H( "- '-) c:: I3(·'i' tt) ... .;.;." l.. L ...... , • This fact together ~·Ji th G being continuous 
yield H being continuous. Finally v(H(E,t» = v(G(E,s) = 
t + v(E)(l - t) = t(v(H(E,l») + (1 - t)(v(H(E,O») so H is a 
segment from (E,O) to (E,l). 
For E in K, by Le.rrma 14, H(E, [O,:ij ) c: K. Thus the 
restriction of H to K x (0, ij maps into K so K is contractible 
in itself. 
Theorem 2L~ 
in itself. 
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X is a l)eano continuum implies K is contractible. 
Proof Imme.diate from Theorems 22 and 23. 
HOl';OTOPY Tlt~ORE:H 
Theorem 25 If X and Yare compact metric spaces, f and g are 
functions of X to Y, and H is a homotopy of £ to g, then H* 
defined by W"CE,t) :: H(E,t), is a homotopy of f* to g:* o • 
D f ()" . .c X diu Ulb J.roo Let E, t De any po~nt oJ.. 2 an 1' ••• ' n e any 
open basis set in 2Y containing H*(E,t) :: H(E,t). Then H(E,t) 
n 
c: W Vi so for each x in E, H(:>:, t) is in some Vi. Since H is 
~::l 
continuous, there exists an open set of the fOrLaO(x) x Cax,bx ) 
in X:x: [O,:ij containing (x,t) and such that H(OCx) x Cax,bx » 
c V .• 
~ 
Nm07 rO(x): x in E) is an open cover for compact E, 
thus there exists a finite subcover fO(xi): i :: l, ••• ,m) for E. 
Note since H(E,t) intersects each Vi' the finite subcover can 
be chosen such that for i:: l, •.• ,n, HCOCx.) x Ca. ,b .... » c: ~ x. 01 •• 
m 
Vi • Le t T":: 0 (~.' bx . ) • 
~::l ~ ~ 
~ ~ 
Then T is an open subset of [0, f) 
containing t. Let 0 :: loex1) ••• ,0(xm)/. TI~en ° is an open 
subset of 2X containing E. Consequently ° x T is an open sub-
set of 2X x [O,ij containing (E,t). Let A be any member of 
H*(O,T). There must exist a B :: (C,t j ) in ° x T such that 
m 
A :: HCE). Novl C t:: U O(x.) implies tha'c A :: H(C,t.) c; 
m i::l ~ n J 
HCWO(xi),t J.) c:: OHCOCxi),Cax.,bx .» c: ~Ui. Also C n ~=l ~::l ~ ~ ~::l 
O(Xi ) -I ¢, so ReCf) OCxi),tj)"I %. Hence An Ui ';::) H(C,tj)(\ 
HeO(xi)'(~. ,bx .»":) }lec n oexi),t j ) "I J2f. Thus A is in 
~ ~ 
/U1, ••• ,Un/ and H*(O,T) ~ /U1, ••• ,Un/. H* therefore is 
continuous. 
Nm'7 H*(E,O) :: HCE,O) :: fCE) = f*(E). Also H*CE,l) :: 
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H(E,l) == geE) = g~~(E). It follO'tvs that H* is a homotopy 
of f~' to g~'~. 
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E...""{umDle 1 Let X be the Cantor set. Then X is a totally dis-
connected, perfect, compact metric space. Theorems 2, 10, 16, 
X 
and 17 shm'l that 2 is a metric space, compact, perfect, and 
totally disconnected. 'rhus 2X is a Cantor set. 
Examole 2 Let X = [0,1,1/2,1/3,1/4, .. :S • Let S be the se.t of , 
all subsets of X containing zero. Then 2X 
-
S is the set of 
all finite subsets of X not containing zero. Theorem 18 im-
S is covntably discrete.. S is a closed subset of 
'V" 
2~'I. so it is a compact metric space. X is totally disconnected 
,r 
implies 2A is totally disconnected; hence. S is totally dis-
connected. 
Suppose. S contained an isolated point A. Let t\... = 
L~ 
t1/n, 1/n+1, 1/n+2, ••• $ \.J £01, \jA for each positive. integer n. 
Then t An1 Qb is a sequence. in 2X conve.rging to A. This implies 
n=l 
A is not an open subset of 2X 'Hhich contradicts the supposi-
tion. He.nce. S has no isolated points. 
X ",... 
2 - S is dense. in 2A 'for let V = /u1 , ••• ,Un/ be any 
me.mber of base B. Since f 0 1 is not open, Ui I- fo~.. Select 
one Xi from each Ui such that XiI- o. Then fXl, ••. ,xn~ c 
2X _ Sand fx , ••• ,x1 is in /V', ••• ,U /. Thus e.ach open set 
, 1 n 1 n X X 'V" (2X,h) contains a member of 2 - S so 2 _ S = 2A. in 
X ' 
In sununary, 2 = Cantor set plus a countable, dense, 
discrete set~ 
ncamplc 3 Let X ::: [O,lJ. Them c"i.ch member of K is a 
closcd interval or a point and so can be uniquely named by 
the ordered pair of its endpoints. Thus as a set, K ::: f(x,y): 
y ~ x, ° ~ x : 1, ° ~ Y ~ 11. Furthermore the topology for 
K as a subspace of (2X,h) is equivalent to the usual Euclidean 
metric m topology for the set. This last statement can be 
seen by considering the following. 
Let i be the function from (K,m) to (K,h) defined by 
i«a,b)) ::: (a,b). Since (K,m) and (K,h) are both compact 
spaces and i is a bijection, i is a homeomorphism if.i is 
continuous. Let (a,h) be any point in (K,m) and let 
Bh(Ca,b),e) be any opcn basis element in (K,h) containing 
i«a,b)). Let (c,f) be any point of· BhC(a,b),e). Le.t j ::: 
h(Ca,b),Cc,f)). Then BmC(c,f),e - j) ~ Bh«a,b),e) for let 
(p,q) be any point of B C(c,f),e - j). Then m«c,f),Cp,q)) ::: m . 
« )2 ( )2)1--. r()2 ( )27 c - P + f - q 2 ~ e - J. He.nce max l.. c - P , f - q ) 
.( (e_j)2 so h«c,f),Cp,q)) < e - j. Thus hC(a,b),Cp,q)) ~ 
j + hCCc,f),(p,q)) < e. Therefore, i is continuous and 
(K,h) is homeomorphic to a disc in the plane. 
Example 4 Let X be the circle. deterw.ined in polar coordinates 
by the equation r ::: 1. Each member of K - {x1 is a point or 
a closed simple arc and so can be uniquely named by the 
ordered pair Ca, b) 't.,here a ::: 2'ir - length of the arc and b = 
-tS.-coordinate. of the midpoint of the arc. Le.t X ::: CO,O). 
l"10te that (O,-Ql) ::: (O,cs.2 ) for any cS-1 and ~2. K is then 
~Cr,"s.): 0 ~ r:S Zh', ° 4.'S.c 2'liJ; so the mapping i of (K,h) to 
(A, norma.l Euclidean metric m) can be shmlU to be a bijection. 
Let U = fCr,~: -s.l < 0 -< "8t2 , r 1 .c r -< r 2~ be an open basis 
eleme.nt in CK,m) containing iCr,"So). Let p = minfe2 - -&0, 
"9- - ~1' r - r l' 1" 2 - r1. Le.t a 1 = interior of the arc from 
~ + (2~-r)/2 - p/4 to~ + (2~-r)/2 + p/4. Let a 2 = interior of 
the arc from"E1 - (~-r)/2 - p/4 to 4S- - (2«-r)/2 + p/L}. Let 
a 3 = interior of the arc from 'Sol - (2'\\"- r l )/2 to ~2 + (Lrr-rl )/2. 
Tne.n Cr,~) is a me.mber of /a1 ,a2,a3/ and iC/a1 ,a2 ,a3/) is a 
subset of U so i is continuous. Since K \'li th each me.tric is 
compact, i is therefore a homeomorphism. ~~us K is a disc 
in the plane. 
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